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Management Discussion and Analysis
— Business Review

In 2010, the Group implemented its strategic development plan and achieved healthy growth across the Group’s 

business lines. The following table sets forth the profit before tax for each line of business:

Unit: RMB million, except percentages

2010 2009
Items Amount % of total Amount % of total

Commercial banking business
 Including:
  Corporate banking business 89,170 62.73% 69,437 62.50%
  Personal banking business 32,980 23.20% 26,377 23.74%
  Treasury operations 11,005 7.74% 10,668 9.60%
Investment banking and insurance 2,241 1.58% 2,270 2.04%
Others and elimination 6,749 4.75% 2,345 2.12%
Total 142,145 100.00% 111,097 100.00%

A detailed review of the Group’s principal deposits and loans at the end of 2010 is summarised in the following table:

Unit: RMB million, except percentages

Items
As at 31 

December 2010
As at 31 

December 2009 Change

Corporate deposits
 Domestic: RMB 3,301,778 2,903,326 13.72%
 Foreign currency 177,517 171,947 3.24%
 Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan and 
  other countries and regions: 505,436 364,454 38.68%
 Sub-total 3,984,731 3,439,727 15.84%

Savings deposits
 Domestic: RMB 2,675,301 2,408,075 11.10%
 Foreign currency 181,818 198,325 (8.32%)
 Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan and 
  other countries and regions: 596,187 574,425 3.79%
 Sub-total 3,453,306 3,180,825 8.57%

Corporate loans
 Domestic: RMB 2,910,239 2,531,164 14.98%
 Foreign currency 630,446 655,084 (3.76%)
 Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan and 
  other countries and regions: 703,698 576,628 22.04%
 Sub-total 4,244,383 3,762,876 12.80%

Personal loans
 Domestic: RMB 1,217,171 979,072 24.32%
 Foreign currency 729 393 85.50%
 Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan and 
  other countries and regions: 198,338 168,017 18.05%
 Sub-total 1,416,238 1,147,482 23.42%
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Commercial Banking Business

Domestic Commercial Banking Business

In 2010, the Bank’s domestic commercial banking business recorded profit before tax of RMB113.610 billion, an 

increase of RMB27.710 billion or 32.26% compared with the prior year. The principal components are set forth 

below:

Unit: RMB million, except percentages

2010 2009

Items Amount % of total Amount % of total

Corporate banking business 81,628 71.85% 61,859 72.01%

Personal banking business 28,311 24.92% 21,527 25.06%

Treasury operations 3,619 3.19% 2,448 2.85%

Others 52 0.04% 66 0.08%

Total profit before tax 113,610 100.00% 85,900 100.00%

Corporate Banking Business

In 2010, the Bank steadily developed its corporate 

banking business by unveiling a full-scale campaign 

to expand its customer base, proactively optimising 

customer structure and industry mix and constantly 

improving the marketing services system for key 

customers. The Bank maintained an intense focus 

on product innovation, enhanced overall business 

l inkages, consolidated its competitive strengths 

in trade finance and accelerated the integrated 

development of its domestic and overseas operations 

in accordance with the “Going-Global” strategy. 

These actions enhanced its core competitiveness in 

corporate banking. In 2010, the domestic corporate 

banking business recorded profit before tax of 

RMB81.628 billion, an increase of RMB19.769 billion 

or 31.96% compared with the prior year.

Corporate Loans

The Bank continued to develop its credit business in 

an innovative manner, optimising the industry mix 

of loan portfolio, promoting balanced development 

of large, medium and small-sized customers, and 

proactively refining the development strategy of 

foreign currency loans to enhance the efficient 

utilisation of credit resources. The Bank established a 

key customer base at the head office level comprising 

1,500 group customers. By leveraging its advantages 

arising from diversified services offering, the Bank 

served as lead arranger and agent bank in a series 

of large-scale projects marketing in China, and was 

rated as number one Mandated Lead Arranger in 

domestic, Hong Kong and Macau markets for the 

last four years, as well as in Asia-pacific market 
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(except Japan) for recent three years. It completed 

25 large-sized overseas M&A loan projects, and the 

domestic and overseas corporate banking businesses 

realised coordinated development. Furthermore, the 

Bank improved its risk management capability and 

the asset quality of its corporate loans. In 2010, the 

Bank was awarded the “Best Corporate Lending Bank 

(China) 2010” by Global Finance, as well as the “Best 

Arranger of Chinese Loans” and “Deal of The Year” 

by authoritative international magazines, including 

EuroWeek Asia and Trade Finance.

In 2010, RMB-denominated corporate loans of the 

Bank’s domestic operations increased by RMB379.075 

billion or 14.98%, while foreign currency-denominated 

corporate loans decreased by USD0.743 bil l ion 

compared with the prior year-end. The proportion of 

corporate loans granted to key industries, including 

transportation, water conservation and electric power, 

increased by 0.95 percentage point compared with 

the prior year-end, whereas that to the manufacturing 

industry and industries with overcapacity continued 

to fall. As the customer structure further improved, 

the proportions of loans extended to customers with 

high rating of BB and above and SME customers 

continued to increase. The balance of non-performing 

corporate loans of the Bank’s domestic operations was 

RMB51.556 billion, a decrease of RMB10.182 billion 

compared with the beginning of the year, with the 

ratio of non-performing loans to total loans down by 

0.48 percentage point to 1.46%.

Corporate Deposits

Through the expansion of customer base, the 

improvement of service channels, the intensified efforts 

of product innovation as well as service capability, 

the Bank actively developed deposit-taking business 

and achieved sustainable growth of deposits from 

administrative institutions. In 2010, RMB-denominated 

corporate deposits in the Bank’s domestic operations 

increased by RMB398.452 b i l l ion or 13.72% 

compared with the prior year-end, and its foreign 

currency-denominated corporate deposits increased by 

USD1.622 billion.

Domestic Settlement and Cash Management

The Bank has developed a domestic settlement and 

cash management product offering comprised of more 

than 60 products, which designed to meet the diverse 

needs of corporate customers. The Bank has also put in 

place effective fund sweeping and real-time information 

gathering mechanisms, and has promoted all-round risk 

control and improved financial management efficiency. 

The Bank’s focus on product innovation resulted in 

the launch of the “BOC Global Cash Management” 

product. This product provided clients with integrated 

cash management solutions via a combination of 

account management, col lect ion and payment 

management, l iquidity management, investment 

and financing management and cross-border cash 

management services, among others. The Bank also 
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introduced other new domestic settlement products, 

such as “Electronic Commercial Draft”, “Batch Special 

Arranged Collection”, “Account Service for Members 

of Merchandise Markets or Companies” and “Agency 

Service for Estate Maintenance Fund”.

International Settlement and Trade Finance Business

In 2010, the recovery of China’s international trade 

growth created opportunities for the Bank’s trade 

finance business, which connects domestic and 

overseas markets. The Bank capitalised on this by 

continuing to improve its product innovation and core 

competitiveness. The “Hui Li Da” product portfolio 

was further enriched and the scope of supply chain 

finance services continued to expand. Development of 

trade finance business between domestic and overseas 

institutions has achieved a significant leap forward. 

The Bank conducted the world’s first purchase order 

financing transactions under the Trade Services Utility 

(TSU) and export commercial invoice discounting under 

Bank Payment Obligation (BPO). Syndicate guarantee, 

marine guarantee, Environment Protection Agency 

(EPA) guarantee and other new products were also 

launched. Fully leveraging its competitive advantages, 

the Bank promoted its cross-border RMB trade 

settlement business and maintained a leading position 

in domestic market.

International Settlement Volume

Domestic Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan 
and other countries and regions
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In 2010, the transaction volume of international 

settlement business conducted by the Group exceeded 

USD1.97 trillion, making it the world leader. The 

balance of foreign currency trade finance and letters 

of guarantee conducted by domestic operations 

reached USD47.502 billion and USD56.221 billion 

respectively, maintaining the Bank’s leading position 

in the domestic market. The volume of two-factor 

export factoring was USD2.415 billion, ranking first 

globally. RMB trade finance developed rapidly, with 

the turnover and balance both doubled compared 

with the prior year. Domestic branches conducted 

more than RMB160 billion of cross-border RMB trade 

settlement business. The Bank was recognised as 

the “Best Trade Finance Bank in China” by various 

local and international media, such as The Asset, 

FinanceAsia, Trade Finance, CFO and others.

Financial Institutions Business

The Bank aggressively promoted partnership with 

other financial institutions, as evidenced by the 

signing of pioneering agreements of comprehensive 

cooperation with several Taiwanese banks. The Bank 

created the innovative “China Desk” model to provide 

tailor-made services to “Going-Global” Chinese 

enterprises, individuals and foreign firms conducting 

business with China. This involved establishing 

dedicated China Desks in countries where the Bank 

has no physical presence. The Bank also launched the 

first RMB Letter of Credit transaction with Russian 

commercial banks. It has further developed its 

collaboration with China Foreign Exchange Trading 

System (CFETS) and can handle ten currencies, further 

strengthening the position of its overseas branches 

as tier-one clearing agencies for CFETS. The Bank 

led its peers in the number of clearing accounts 

for cross-border RMB business. Having established 

correspondent relationships with 860 of the top 1,000 

banks in the world, the Bank led the domestic market 

in incoming business volumes from correspondent 

banks at the end of 2010. The Bank also ranked first 

in domestic market in terms of the volume of B-share 

clearing, and the number of third party custody 

clients grew by 23% over the prior year-end. The 

Bank achieved a 65% penetration of large banks, 

insurance companies and securities firms customers, 

and has also accelerated partnering with small and 

medium-sized banks.

Small-sized Enterprises Business

The Bank developed an innovative and differentiated 

service model, with the rapid expansion of small 

enterprise market and successful transformation of 

operation model. It has introduced the “BOC Credit 

Factory”, which was designed to provide professional, 

efficient and comprehensive financial services that meet 

the special financing needs of small-sized enterprises. 

The Bank has also developed the “Zhongguancun 

Financial Service Model”, specifically tailored to 

promote the rapid development of high-tech small-sized 

enterprises. At the 2010 International Conference for 

Outstanding SME Service Providers, the Bank won the 

“Outstanding Service Institution among Banks” Award 

and “BOC Credit Factory” won the “Outstanding 

Service Products among Banks” Award. According to 

a survey of Beijing Ipsos Market Consulting Co., Ltd., 

the satisfaction of the Bank’s SME customers reached 

a relatively high level of 94.3%, an increase of 1.8 

percentage points compared with the prior year-end. 

The number of small enterprises loan customers reached 

20.2 thousand, an increase of 21.16% from the prior 

year-end. The Bank’s outstanding loans extended to 

small enterprises increased by 35.11% to RMB239.365 

billion from the prior year-end, and the non-performing 

loans were RMB6.691 billion, a decrease of RMB3.122 

billion compared with the prior year-end.
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RMB Settlement for 
Cross-border Trade

Since the pilot launch of RMB settlement for cross-border trade 
in July 2009, the Bank had realised dramatic growth in this 
regard by leveraging its traditional advantages in international 
settlement.

Cross-border RMB settlement was applicable to all the existing 
international settlement and trade financing products of 
the Bank. Besides, in line with specific project requirements, 
the Bank tailored all-round cross-border new products and 
product portfolio programs for customers at home and abroad. 
What’s more, relying on its extensive overseas network, BOC 
has established an RMB product line covering deposit, loan, 
international settlement, clearing, treasury operation, credit 
card, insurance and fund etc in its overseas operations. The 
Bank’s cross-border settlement service enabled customers 
to mitigate exchange rate risk, cut down financial costs and 
obtain additional benefits.

By the end of 2010, cross-border RMB settlement transactions handled by domestic pilot branches of the Bank totalled RMB160 
billion, while RMB clearing and settlement transactions handled by BOCHK exceeded RMB350 billion. A total of 23 tier-one branches 
in 20 domestic pilot provinces had provided such services to over 3,000 customers from various industries, making the Bank lead its 
peers in terms of business scale, business volume and the number of customers. Domestic and overseas operations of the Bank had 
handled cross-border RMB transactions for customers in over 70 countries and regions. By tapping its unique advantage of clearing 
by Hong Kong clearing bank and Shanghai correspondent bank, the Bank had preliminary established RMB clearing channels 
covering the whole world.

Investment Banking Business

In 2010, the Bank actively developed its capabilities 

in investment banking and financing advisory services 

and improved business and product innovation. This 

was supported by cooperation across the Group’s 

commercial banking, investment banking and direct 

investment platforms. The Bank revitalised efforts to 

promote new investment banking products, including 

structured finance offerings for Chinese corporations 

restructuring and listing overseas, listing and debt 

issuance consultancy, pr ivate equity f inancing 

consultancy, and leasing and structured financing 

arrangements. The Bank also successfully provided the 

People’s Government of Sichuan Province, Hengqin 

New Area of Zhuhai and Putuo District of Shanghai 

with governmental financial advisory services. In 

2010, the Bank was awarded the “Best M&A Service 

Bank” and “Best M&A Project” by Securities Times.

Pension Business

The Bank constantly enlarged the scope of its pension 

services and enhanced its pension products, which 

resulted in increased market share. The pension 

business has been progressively extended from 

corporate annuities to occupational annuities, social 

security, employee benefits planning and other fields. 

By the end of 2010, the number of pension accounts 

reached 1.6394 million, investments under custody 

were RMB26.56 billion and the number of customers 

stood at over 5,000. Newly-opened individual pension 

accounts reached 750,900 and new capital in custody 

reached RMB9.07 billion, an increase of 18.0% and 

18.6% respectively over 2009.
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Personal Banking Business

In 2010, in response to changes in the market 

environment, the Bank promoted management 

transformation, strengthened proactive management 

capabilities, refined its product innovation mechanisms 

and improved R&D effectiveness, with the core 

competitiveness of personal banking business enhanced. 

In 2010, the Bank’s domestic personal banking business 

realised pre-tax profit of RMB28.311 billion, an increase 

of RMB6.784 billion or 31.51% compared with the prior 

year.

Savings Deposits

By actively transforming its development approach 

and increasing its customer base, the Bank rapidly 

expanded its personal banking assets and savings 

deposits. The Bank further optimised the functions of 

its savings deposit accounts, publicised new products 

including the “Caring Teenager Wealth Management 

Account” and “Wage Management Plan”, and 

developed its foreign currency savings deposit 

products with preferential interest rates. By the 

end of 2010, the balance of domestic RMB savings 

deposits reached RMB2,675.301 billion, an increase 

of RMB267.226 billion or 11.10% compared with the 

end of 2009. The balance of foreign currency savings 

deposits amounted to USD27.454 billion, maintaining 

the Bank’s leading position with a market share of 

50.93% among all financial institutions.

Personal Loan Business

The Bank strengthened differentiated management 

of personal loans along regional, customer and 

product lines, boosted the construction of “Ideal 

Home” brand, and promoted the direct marketing 

operations. It achieved sustainable, harmonious and 

healthy development of its personal loan business by 

continuously optimising the business process, creating 

innovative products and services, emphasising customer 

retented and expanded, and reinforcing risk prevention 

in key fields. By the end of 2010, RMB-denominated 

personal loans from domestic operations increased by 

RMB238.099 billion or 24.32% compared with the 

prior year-end. Its second-hand residential mortgage 

loans, personal auto loans and sponsored student loans 

businesses all led its peers. The Bank also won the “Best 

Auto Loan Bank in 2010” awards from the Moneyweek.
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Wealth Management and Private Banking

The Bank continued to enhance a three-tier wealth 

management model. It accelerated the construction of 

its wealth management service channels, with 1,979 

wealth management centres, 125 prestigious wealth 

management centres and 17 private banking centres 

operating in the Chinese mainland. Meanwhile, 

the Bank made initial progress in establishing Asian 

and European wealth management platforms. It 

actively promoted its financial manager team, with 

the number of financial managers increasing by over 

50% during the year, and the number of Associated 

Financial Planners (AFPs), Certified Financial Planners 

(CFPs) and Executive Financial Planners (EFPs) arriving 

more than 10,000. It enhanced the innovation and 

marketing of wealth management products, with the 

number of financial products exceeding 1,000, and 

also promoted the “BOC Auspicious Gold Bar”. The 

Bank reinforced the construction of a value-added 

service system and meanwhile formed an investment 

advisory information platform. Overall, the expertise 

of the Bank’s wealth management services was 

significantly improved. By the end of 2010, the 

number of middle and high-end customers and the 

total financial assets under management increased by 

38% and 26%, respectively.

Guided by the “customer-centric” concept, the Bank 

continuously strengthened the product and service 

model innovation of private banking, preliminarily 

realised the business transformation. It also formed 

the pr ivate banking business platform, which 

characterised by the synergies of corporate and 

personal business, utilisation of the Group’s resources 

and the integrated development of domestic and 

overseas operations. Through all these measures, 

the Bank dedicated to provide a series of integrated 

and value-added financial services for high net worth 

customers. By the end of 2010, private banking 

customers increased by nearly 50%.

The Bank’s wealth management and private banking 

business also won nearly ten awards from leading 

domestic and overseas mainstream medium, including 

Asian Banker, Euromoney, The Financial Times, 

Finance Asia, and the China Central Television (CCTV).
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Bank Cards Business

The Bank actively promoted the development in 

card business and constantly innovated products 

and functions of bank cards to provide diversified, 

differentiated and global bank card products and 

services. The Bank issued core and basic products 

such as the “Great Wall Credit Card” targeting the 

enterprises and individuals implementing “Going 

Global” strategy, as well as products with certain 

themes such as “Taobao Card” and “Taobao Campus 

Card” targeting young groups. Meanwhile, the Bank 

launched the Mobile Phone Payment Card with 

China Telecom targeting mobile phone users and 

also issued corporate cards such as the “Corporate 

Annuity Credit Card” and “Pension Credit Card” in 

alliance with the Corporate Banking Unit. The Bank 

also issued prepaid cards in overseas branches such as 

Malaysia and Sydney targeting overseas market and 

foreigners coming to China. The Bank endeavored to 

expand instalment businesses, including cardholder 

and merchant instalment and specif ic-purpose 

instalment products, contributing to a rapid growth 

of bank card fees income. The Bank established and 

improved a full-scale credit card risk management 

mechanism, strengthened the source-oriented risk 

control, and actively promoted the construction 

of risk operation system, with its capability of risk 

management constantly enhanced. By the end 

of 2010, the Bank’s outstanding cards issued by 

domestic branches totalled 28.7696 million, among 

which the effective cards totalled 21.7431 million, 

a year-on-year increase of 25.66%. The volume of 

RMB card merchant acquiring transactions reached 

RMB1,109.7 billion, a year-on-year increase of 79.90%. 

The volume of foreign currency card merchant 

acquiring transactions amounted to RMB20.9 billion, 

continuously maintaining a leading market share.

Great Wall Global Card

In October 2010, the Bank launched the Great Wall Global Card with 

versatility, receiving great popularity from the customers. The Great Wall 

Global Card embraced a brand new concept in product R&D and provided 

tailored services based on the specific requirements of each customer, with the 

establishment of a service platform with comprehensive functions. The product 

not only integrated the functional advantages and unique services of existing 

credit cards of the Bank, and provided services such as credit card payment 

for online purchasing, automatic redemption of airline mileages, E-mail and 

mobile statement, global travelling insurance, selected privileged overseas 

merchants, global emergency assistance and other privileges. The Great Wall 

Global Card possessed an industry-leading function of unified RMB settlement 

for global transactions. In the future, the Bank will continue to optimise the 

functions and services, provide all-round and high quality exclusive services to 

customers, and realise global privileges in one card!
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Financial Markets Business

In 2010, the Bank continued to refine the structure 

of i t s f inanc ia l  markets bus iness , bui ld upon 

its traditional strengths and increase its brand 

recognit ion. Product innovation capabi l i ty was 

improved and business development potential was 

enhanced. By developing market-leading products and 

consolidating key business areas, the Bank achieved 

steady and sound development of its financial markets 

business.

Investments

The securities investments of the Bank include both 

RMB-denominated and foreign currency-denominated 

investments. RMB-denominated investments are 

principally comprised of Treasury bonds, PBOC bills, 

financial institutions bonds and debenture bonds, 

while foreign currency-denominated investments 

consist largely of government bonds, debenture bonds 

and structured bonds. In 2010, the Bank continued to 

pursue centralised management of the Group’s bond 

investments. It enhanced investment management 

by improving the investment process and analysis 

framework for debenture bonds, maintaining a unified 

risk appetite across the Group and further intensifying 

post-investment management so as to ensure sound 

development of its investment business.

The Bank worked constantly to optimise the structure 

of its bond investments. In 2010, the Bank increased 

RMB-denominated investments to appropriate levels 

and improved its investment management, with the 

aim of achieving right balance between profitability 

and liquidity and continuously enhancing professional 

management. The Bank also increased its investments in 

the government bonds of developed countries/regions, 

supranational bonds, large-scale financial institution 

bonds. The Bank further decreased structured and 

other higher-risk bonds, and proactively reduced its 

holdings of Southern European government bonds 

as well as US Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae bonds. 

As a result, the overall risk of the Bank’s foreign 

currency-denominated investment portfolio was 

further reduced.

Trading

In 2010, leveraging its traditional strength in trading 

business and its keen understanding of market trends 

and customer demand, the Bank enhanced innovation 

and promoted its key trading businesses, including 

foreign exchange market making and precious metals. 

By taking advantage of the market’s expectation of 

RMB appreciation and the gold appreciation cycle, 

the Bank continued to rank first in the domestic 

market in terms of spot foreign exchange purchase 

and sale against the RMB, and achieved rapid growth 

in forward foreign exchange purchase and sale 

against the RMB and gold leasing. The Bank launched 

“Dual-way Renminbi/Gold Trading”, and completed 

the first transaction of forward foreign exchange 

purchase and sale against the RMB for individually 

owned business in China. The Bank introduced spot 

exchange trading of the Russian Rouble against 

the RMB on bank-wide basis, making it one of the 

first market makers of RMB/Rouble exchange in the 

domestic inter-bank market. Bank of China (Eluosi) 

also became the most important RMB market maker 

in the Russian inter-bank market. The Bank also 

continued to expand its trial programme of emerging 
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market currencies quotation, including the South 

Korean Won, Malaysian Ringgit, Indonesian Rupiah, 

Thai Baht and Brazilian Real. It was also engaged in 

foreign exchange trading on behalf of clients in terms 

of emerging markets currencies.

Client Business

With a focus on product improvement and service 

enhancement, the Bank took steps to expand its 

wealth management business both in terms of product 

issuance and market share. In particular, the Bank 

developed such key products as “Weekend Wealth 

Management” and “Daily Purchase & Redemption” to 

help customers improve their management of capital. 

By promoting tailored products, the Bank enhanced its 

service capabilities for middle and high-end personal 

banking customers. With risk effectively controlled, the 

Bank promoted internal R&D procedure by integration 

of the Head Office and branches, which made it 

easier for the Bank to capture customer demand 

signals and thus contributed to sound innovation. In 

2010, the total sales volume of its RMB and foreign 

currency denominated wealth management products 

was equivalent to RMB2,893.9 billion, an increase of 

87.99% from 2009.

The Bank energetical ly developed underwriting 

business, strengthened product innovation, continuously 

expanded the scope of customer services and 

consolidated long-term relationships with large key 

customers. The Bank also expanded its underwriting 

business for financial institution issuers, successfully 

underwriting the first RMB-denominated bond issued 

by a foreign-funded bank, Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi 

UFJ (China), Ltd. In 2010, the Bank acted as the lead 

underwriter or joint lead underwriter for 57 issues of 

short-term financing bills and medium-term notes and 2 

issues of financial institution bonds, totalling RMB95.45 

billion.

The Bank actively enhanced its financial markets 

business for corporate customers. It launched financial 

market consulting services to provide customers 

with risk mitigation and integrated solutions, as well 

as diversified financial markets services covering 

derivatives, debt underwriting, wealth management 

and foreign exchange purchase and sale.

Custody Business

In response to the bearish market, the Bank consolidated 

the client relationship management and product 
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BOC Huishitong Wealth 
Management Program

In November 2010, the Bank launched “BOC Huishitong Wealth Management 

Program” (Issue 1), the first wealth management product in China that invested 

in global foreign exchange market. This product provided holders with USD 

denominated assets with a new access to preserve and increase asset value.

The raised proceeds were invested in spot and forward foreign exchange 

transactions as well as instruments of money market and bond securities. 

Through flexible asset allocation and hedging strategies, the manager conducted 

proactive management to increase the value of investment portfolios. Created 

on 23 November 2010, the first issue of BOC Huishitong Wealth Management 

Program reported a net asset value of USD1.0134 per share at the end of 

December 2010, which was a sound operation and satisfactory performance.

As the first Chinese bank that entered foreign exchange market and 

international bond and money markets, the Bank was highly experienced in 

investments in foreign exchange, bond and money markets. Leveraging its 

strengths of investment management, the Bank has made ongoing efforts in 

product and service innovation based on in-depth analysis and professional 

management of various instruments.

development to meet the needs of key clients, including 

fund companies, the National Council for Social Security 

Fund and insurance companies. The Bank focused on 

the enhancement of competitive products and services 

for mutual funds, Separately Managed Accounts, social 

security fund, insurance portfolios, QFIIs and QDIIs, and 

strived to launching new products for trustees, corporate 

pensions and banks’ collective investment plans. The Bank 

also worked on providing innovative custody services 

for off-shore RMB funds and private equity (PE) funds, 

with the view of optimising the structure of its custody 

products and services. As its capability of providing global 

custody service enhanced, the Bank became the first 

domestic bank developing the Global Custody System. By 

the end of 2010, the Bank’s assets under custody brought 

by domestic clients exceeded RMB1 trillion, leading its 

peers.

Village Bank

The Bank actively exploited effective modes serving 

agriculture, rural areas and farmers, achieving 

remarkable progress. Following the requirements of 

government policies on pushing forward the building 

of a new socialist countryside and striving to promote 

the reform and innovation of the rural financial 

system, with approval of the Board of Directors, the 

Bank decided to establish joint venture BOC Fullerton 

Community Bank with Temasek Holdings (Private) 

Limited, one of its strategic investors. On 3 November 

2010, the CBRC approved the Bank as the lead 

sponsor and its plan to establish the first batch of 

community banks in 14 counties of Hubei, Shandong 

and Zhejiang provinces. On 14 January 2011, the 

Bank obtained approval from the CBRC Hubei Office 

on the establishment of community banks in Qichun 
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Bank of China signed Comprehensive Business Cooperation Agreement 
with Bank of Taiwan, the first of its kind between banks across the Taiwan 
Strait.

and Jingshan. On 4 Mar 2011, Qichun BOC Fullerton 

Community Bank, the first domestic joint venture 

community bank set up by large commercial bank 

with overseas strategic investors, officially launched in 

Qichun, Hubei province.

Commercial Banking Business in 
Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan and 
Other Countries and Regions

Leveraging the Group’s resources and competitive 

advantages, the operations in Hong Kong, Macau, 

Taiwan and other countries and regions promoted the 

integrated development of the Group’s domestic and 

overseas businesses. Its core competitiveness of the 

RMB businesses were further enhanced, with a more 

comprehensive product range and service coverage 

extended from the Asia Pacific region to the rest of 

the world. Bank of China Taipei Representative Office 

was established in Taiwan on 24 September 2010, 

making the Bank one of the first Chinese mainland 

banks to open an office in Taiwan. The Bank also set 

up 12 new overseas institutions in other countries and 

regions in 2010. Up to date, the operations of the 

Bank have covered Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan and 

31 countries and regions, and the global distribution 

further refined.

In 2010, BOCHK, the holding subsidiary of the Bank, 

realised after-tax profit of RMB14.540 billion, up by 

15.56% compared with the prior year. BOCHK was 

appointed as the HK Dollar banknote issuing bank 

and the clearing bank for RMB businesses in Hong 

Kong. It continued to give full play to its advantages 

of leading RMB businesses, and gained the largest 

market shares in terms of key products.

The Bank made positive progress in all kinds of 

business in Macau. In 2010, the Bank adopted a 

pragmatic and aggressive strategy of operation. 

With the “customer-focused and market-oriented” 

target, it actively built up partnerships with large 

enterprises, supported the growth of SMEs, and 

launched Macau’s first Cross-bank Deposit and 

Transfer Service, Cross-border Trade Link, new version 

of BOCNET (personal). The Bank actively fulfilled the 

banknote-issuing bank and Public Cashier Bank’s 

duties. As RMB clearing bank, it achieved a significant 

breakthrough in RMB deposits, cross-border trade 

settlement and all kinds of its related product.

The government’s “Going Global” strategy sparked 

fresh progress in the integration of the Bank’s 

domestic and overseas operations. In 2010, the Bank 

successfully executed 25 large-scale international 

M&A loan projects totalling USD2.6 billion, and 

completed several export buyers’ credit projects 

totalling USD1.0 billion, which effectively promoted 

the balanced development of domestic and overseas 

corporate services. The Bank further optimised 

the management of overseas corporate banking 

customers by integrating them into the Group’s 

key customers system. Meanwhile, it established an 

information platform to support integrated domestic 

and overseas business development, and promoted 

the global corporate banking information system and 

loan management system for overseas companies, 

which covered the entire business scope of overseas 

corporate banking.
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BOCHK

BOCHK took full advantage of the reviving economy and the opening of 
RMB business to enhance the competitiveness of its traditional banking 
businesses and deepen its customer relationships. Total assets experienced 
robust growth. Various breakthroughs were made in offshore RMB 
business, further reinforcing its leading position in the market. During 
the year, subordinated notes were issued in order to diversify financing 
channels. Its capital base was enhanced and the capital adequacy ratio 
remained at a healthy level. By strengthening its collaboration with the 
Group, BOCHK managed to drive rapid development in major businesses 
and improved its operating performance. 

BOCHK actively expanded its core banking businesses, reinforcing its 
market-leading position. In 2010, despite of intense market competition, 
BOCHK undertook various initiatives to drive the growth in customer 
deposits. By leveraging the market’s growing financing needs, BOCHK 
recorded steady and robust growth in its lending business. It also 
maintained its leading position in the Hong Kong-Macau syndicated loan 
market as well as the Hong Kong residential mortgage market. BOCHK 
was granted the “SME’s Best Partner Award” for the third consecutive 
year by the Hong Kong Chamber of Small and Medium Business Limited. 
Trade finance grew significantly compared with the prior year-end. Loan 
quality remained sound, with BOCHK’s classified loan ratio still the 
best in the Hong Kong market and continuing to improve. Credit card 
business recorded satisfactory growth with both cardholder spending and 
merchant acquiring volume up from 2009.

Taking opportunities arising from the opening of the RMB business, 
BOCHK proactively expanded its offshore RMB businesses with focus 
on product innovation. BOCHK pioneered the introduction of RMB 
insurance, treasury and trade settlement products and services in Hong 
Kong. As a market leader, the Bank acted as the lead manager for several 
RMB-denominated bonds issued in Hong Kong. In addition, BOCHK 
secured its leading position with a 73.2% year-on-year increase in the 
issuance of RMB-HKD dual currency credit cards. It also introduced the 
Shenzhen-Hong Kong Cross Border Autopay Service in partnership with 
China UnionPay to provide reliable and convenient cross-border payment 
service to its customers. It introduced the “BOCHK Offshore RMB Bond 
Index”, the first of its kind in Hong Kong, providing a reference for RMB 
bond investment in Hong Kong. The scope of BOCHK’s RMB clearing 
service was extended in 2010 and BOCHK was authorised by the PBOC 
as the Clearing Bank of RMB banknotes business for Taiwan.

BOCHK optimised its network of Chinese mainland branches and further 
expanded its mainland business. Leveraging Nanyang Commercial Bank 
(China), Limited (NCB (China)) as its major mainland business platform, 
it registered satisfactory growth in its deposit and loan businesses. 
Meanwhile, BOCHK continued to expand its branch network. NCB 
(China) Wuxi branch and Shanghai Hongqiao sub-branch were opened 
for operation during the year. BOCHK also continued to promote its 
cross-border wealth management, cross-border attestation services, 
wealth management products and bank card businesses.

In 2010, BOCHK enhanced its business service platform and fostered closer 
collaboration with the wider Group in order to provide customers with 
comprehensive services. Improvements to the business service platform 
included the optimisation of the securities trading platform, the launch 
of “BOCHK Mobile Banking”, the expansion in its ATM network, and 
the consolidation of its four specialised hotline numbers, among others. 
Meanwhile, collaboration with the Group was reinforced through the 
implementation of the “Global Relationship Manager Program” and “Global 
Unified Facilities Arrangement”, thus stepping up our global servicing 
capability for corporate customers. The cross-border attestation service 
“Wealth Express” in collaboration with the Group’s other institutions and 
the introduction of the “BOC Wealth Express Card” improved cross-border 
wealth management services for personal customers.

(For a full review on BOCHK’s business performance, please refer to 
BOCHK Annual Report.)
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Diversified Business Platform

In 2010, consistent with the Group’s strategic 

development plan, the Bank’s subsidiaries fully 

leveraged their competitive advantages in order 

to maximise their contribution to the Group. BOCI 

boosted its marketing efforts and intensified synergy 

with the wider Group. It won tenders for financial 

advisory services, stock issues, bond underwriting 

and other services related to several major projects, 

ma inta in ing the lead ing pos i t ion in Ch inese 

investment banks. BOCIM increased investment 

income and intensified its marketing campaign. It 

reported good performance for new fund issues and 

the growth rate of its assets under management 

ranked first among large and medium-sized fund 

companies. BOC Insurance stepped up its efforts 

with regard to strategic transformation and further 

improved its bancassurance business model. BOCG 

Investment focused on fund management, enhanced 

product innovation and diversified funding sources 

while accelerating the adjustment of its business 

strategy and optimising the structure of its retained 

assets, so as to speed up the turnover of assets and 

thus achieve exponential development. BOC Aviation 

took advantage of the market recovery to expand 

its businesses and upgrade its internal management, 

which contributed to a rapid growth in its after-tax 

profit.

Investment Banking Business

BOCI

In response to the highly volatile capital markets 

and intense competition in 2010, BOCI enhanced its 

marketing and project execution functions, increased 

its strategic investment and reinforced its risk and 

compliance management. This enabled it to achieve 

an after-tax profit of RMB1.365 billion.

BOCI continued to develop its corporate finance and 

financial advisory business. In 2010, BOCI ranked 

first among Chinese investment banks in terms of 

underwriting volumes of IPOs and placements in Hong 

Kong. In the role of lead underwriter, BOCI completed 

14 IPO projects, 13 share placement projects, and 

rights issue projects for Industrial and Commercial 

Bank of China, China Construction Bank and the 

Bank. The number of IPO and placement projects 

completed in 2010 reached a historic height. In 

addition, BOCI completed 13 debt financing projects 

as the lead underwriter, ranking first in Asian-Pacific 

convertible bond issuance market (excluding Japan) 

in terms of the underwriting volumes as bookrunner, 

making a breakthrough in bonds issuance businesses. 

BOCI provided a number of enterprises with pre-IPO 

financing, equity financing, restructuring of domestic 

corporations, merger and acquisition financing, large 

project financing and other leveraged and structured 

financing services.
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BOCI’s securities business maintained good momentum 

in terms of its development. BOCI continued to enrich 

the scale and variety of its product offering, resulting 

the securities customers increasing significantly and 

assets under management enlarging steadily, making it 

one of the leading participants in the Hong Kong Stock 

Exchange in terms of cash equity transaction volume. 

Meanwhile, its private banking business grew rapidly.

BOCI also achieved breakthrough growth in its asset 

management business. BOCI Prudential maintained 

its top-ranked position in Hong Kong’s Mandatory 

Provident Fund market and the Macau pension 

market. BOCI Prudential has successfully cross-listed 

the “W.I.S.E. – SSE 50 China Tracker” on the Taiwan 

Stock Exchange, making it the first overseas ETF listed 

on the Taiwan Stock Exchange that tracks China’s A 

shares market, a breakthrough in cross-border ETF 

business.

Its direct equity investment businesses maintained 

stable and sound development. In 2010, “Bohai 

Industrial Investment Fund” successfully invested in 

3 projects. “BOCI Infrastructure Fund” completed its 

first phase of fund-raising. The establishment of China 

Cultural Industry Fund (“Cultural Fund”) achieved 

significant progress.

Bus ines s  i n  the Ch inese  ma in land improved 

steadily. BOCI China ranked third and first in stock 

underwriting and bond underwriting, respectively, 

in terms of total underwriting amount, and ranked 

top ten in retail brokerage in terms of turnover 

volume per branch. In addition, six retail brokerage 

branches were opened in 2010. BOCI Ch ina 

accelerated the development of its advisory services 

and the asset under management grew steadily. 

BOCI China successfully established two collective 

asset management programs and broadened the 

“China Red” product series. Further, BOCI China was 

granted a proprietary trading license for equities and 

continued to develop its wholly owned futures and 

direct investment subsidiaries.

BOCIM

In 2010, BOCIM adopted proactive measures to 

cope with the drastic fluctuations in the capital 

market. The scale of newly-launched products raised 

exceeded RMB16.0 billion. By the end of 2010, total 

assets under management of BOCIM had reached 

RMB39.7 billion, up by 35% compared with the end 

of 2009. In 2010, BOCIM was awarded the “Annual 

Golden Bull Innovation Prize 2009”, while the BOC 

China Opportunities Fund was awarded the prizes of 

“Sustainable Success Golden Bull Fund for Open-end 

Balanced Funds on a 3-year Basis”, “Active Allocation 

Balanced Star Fund with 3-year Sustainable Reward 

2009” and “Golden Fund” prize for balanced funds, 

and the BOC Bond Fund also received the prize of 

“2009 Star Bond Fund”.
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Insurance Business

BOCG Insurance

The Bank operates its insurance business through 

BOCG Insurance, i ts whol ly owned subsid iary 

registered in Hong Kong. BOCG Insurance principally 

operates a general insurance business, as well as a 

life assurance business through BOCG Life, which is 

jointly owned with BOCHK (Holdings). At present, 

BOCG Insurance has six branches in Hong Kong and 

holds a dominant position in the Hong Kong property 

insurance market. In 2010, it recorded a gross 

premium income of HKD1.558 billion (RMB1.329 

billion), an increase of HKD40 million or 2.64% in 

comparison with the prior year. BOCG Insurance 

continuously strengthened cooperation with agent 

banks and promoted insurance products to fit the 

needs of their customers, such as the “BOC Family 

Comprehensive Protection Plan”, “China Express” 

and ”BOC Medical Comprehensive Protection Plan”, 

with the linkages between these products further 

strengthened.

BOCG Life

In 2010, BOCG Life remained to focus on developing 

its financial planning specialist team and implementing 

“need-based selling” approach, while continuing to 

boost product innovation and optimise its product mix. 

Regular-premium business recorded robust growth and 

became the major source of new business. BOCG Life 

pioneered the introduction of RMB insurance in Hong 

Kong, with its position in the market further reinforced. 

In terms of standard new business premium, BOCG 

Life rose in market ranking from No. 4 in 2009 to No. 

2 in 2010. During the year, it recorded gross premium 

income over HKD8.6 billion, an increase of 11% from 

2009.  

BOC Insurance

In 2010, BOC Insurance achieved strong performance 

by transforming its strategy and devoting more 

resources to exploring the potential of its bancassurance 

business. BOC Insurance recorded gross premium 

income of RMB2.783 billion in 2010, a year-on-year 

increase of 33.26%. Of this, premium income from 

the bancassurance channel increased significantly 

by 71.5% year-on-year to RMB1.548 b i l l ion, 

representing 55.62% of total premium income. BOC 

Insurance has made great leaps forward in product 

innovation by improving its mechanisms, resulting 

in new bancassurance products such as “Enterprises 

Loan Guarantee Insurance”, “Bi-Benefit Loan” and 

“Credibility Insurance”, which combined insurance 

benefits with the advantages of banking product to 

meet diversified customer demands. BOC Insurance 

has developed its bancassurance business to include 

three forms of distribution model: a referral business 

model, a channel product business model and a 

bancassurance/finance product business model. BOC 

Insurance also recorded premium income of RMB0.32 

billion from BOC Insurance card products, with the 

number of issued insurance cards topping 1.2 million.
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Investment Business

BOCG Investment

The Bank is engaged in direct investment and 

investment management business through its wholly 

owned subsidiary BOCG Investment. Based in Hong 

Kong, BOCG Investment conducts its business mainly 

in the Chinese mainland while exploring business 

opportunities all over the world. Its business scope 

includes equity investment, fund investment and 

management, non-performing asset (NPA) investment, 

and real estate investment and management.

In 2010, in line with the Bank’s business diversification 

development strategy, BOCG Investment further 

intensified its cooperation with other Group members, 

established a unified business platform, optimised its 

business structure, enriched its investment categories 

and further diversified its funding sources. As a result 

of efforts, BOCG Investment experienced steady 

growth in business and continuous improvement 

in organisational structure, with the profitability 

significantly increased.

In 2010, by leveraging the Group’s competitive 

strengths and grasping market opportunities, BOCG 

Investment enhanced i ts project management 

capabi l i t ies and market-oriented operations to 

maintain adequate liquidity and improved profitability, 

thus increasing investment returns. Under the overall 

development strategy of the Group, BOCG Investment 

cooperated with other Group members in several 

equity investment projects in order to jointly serve the 

Bank’s major clients. In 2010, the equity investments 

of BOCG Investment reached HKD10.9 billion, fund 

investments stood at HKD2.1 billion, and its NPA 

investments reached HKD3.9 billion. Total investment 

income was HKD6.1 billion in 2010.

BOC Aviation

In 2010, BOC Aviation enhanced its operating 

performance, achieving a record after-tax profit 

of USD168 million, a significant increase of 22% 

compared with the prior year. BOC Aviation increased 

its fleet size, taking delivery of 32 aircraft. At the end 

of 2010, the fleet comprised 166 aircraft, of which 

140 were owned and 26 managed, with total assets 

exceeding USD6.6 billion. In 2010, BOC Aviation 

announced new orders totalling over USD2 billion for 

30 A320 aircraft and 8 Boeing 777-300ER aircraft, 

to be delivered from 2012 to 2014. These 8 Boeing 

aircraft will be leased to Thai Airlines on a long-term 

basis. In addition, BOC Aviation established new 

relationships with Chinese airlines, delivering 2 new 

aircraft to Xiamen Airlines and Spring Airlines each.
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Channel Management

In 2010, guided by its strategic development plan, the 

Bank made steady progress on channel development. 

Traditional outlets and electronic channels were 

developed in a coordinated manner, bringing about 

significant improvement in both efficiency and quality 

of customer service.

The outlet transformation programme was further 

intensif ied and the transit ion towards unif ied 

outlets was nearly completed. The Bank was actively 

exploring further optimisation of staffing, mechanisms 

and procedures. The Bank improved its retail outlet 

management mechanism transformation by enhancing 

performance management, optimising management 

h ierarchy and bu i ld ing midd le to la rge-s ized 

full-function outlets. The Bank strengthened its 

marketing team, optimised its operational processes 

and improved service efficiency and saved human 

resources. The Bank took full advantage of significant 

opportunities such as the World Expo 2010 in 

Shanghai and the 2010 Asian Games to improve 

outlet service quality. The Bank also improved the 

sales and service capabilities of retail outlets for 

corporate clients, particularly SME clients, by rapidly 

scaling up its specialised marketing teams, such as 

customer managers and comprehensive sales staff, 

and improving the efficiency and quality of retail 

outlets service. In 2010, the Bank was awarded “the 

World Expo Financial Service Organisations” by the 

China Banking Association. By the end of 2010, 

the number of domestic commercial banks’ outlets 

reached 10,071. The Bank had 9,644 full-time lobby 

managers working in its retail outlets, covering 96% 

of business outlets, an increase of 18% over the 

previous year-end.

The Bank has further optimised its e-banking channels 

so as to provide customers with safe, convenient and 

integrated online financial services. These channels 

comprised online banking, telephone banking, mobile 

banking, self-service banking, and home banking. At 

the end of 2010, the number of e-banking customers 

exceeded 75 million, up 40.13% compared with the 

prior year-end, while the number of transactions 

conducted through e-banking channels accounted for 

53.97% of total transactions.

In 2010, the Bank enriched the online banking 

service functions, achieving higher online banking 

transaction volumes. At the end of 2010, the number 

of corporate online banking customers exceeded 

0.4 million, up 176.17% compared with the end of 

2009. The transaction volume of corporate online 

banking reached over RMB40 trillion, and the Bank’s 

online payment of customs duties maintained its 

leading market share. The number of personal online 

banking customers exceeded 25 million, up 100.44% 

compared with the end of 2009, and the transaction 

amount of personal online banking exceeded RMB4 

trillion, soaring 169.50% from the prior year-end. The 

Bank enhanced corporate online banking services by 

launching Inquiry Version services and SME Version 

services, as well as new functions such as agency 

collection by batch, time deposit, international 

settlement and foreign exchange settlement, so as 

to satisfy corporate customers’ needs. The Bank also 
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expanded personal online banking by introducing 

new services, including small amount foreign exchange 

purchase and sale, sale of wealth management products, 

loan inquiry and cross-border remittance, as well as the 

new VIP Version service, which provides superior online 

banking services for middle and high-end customers. In 

addition, overseas online banking was upgraded and its 

service range expanded. At the end of 2010, the Bank’s 

online banking service covered 27 overseas countries 

and regions.

In 2010, the Bank accelerated the promotion of 

the construction of its telephone banking system, 

expanding the unified telephone banking system to 

23 branches including Beijing Branch. The customer 

service call centre in Beijing also served the customers 

of 16 branches. The Bank improved its telephone 

banking service capabilities, providing 24-hour and 

multilingual service support. The Bank also took steps 

to set up a group customer service centre. At the 

end of 2010, the Bank had a total of 49.30 million 

contracted customers of its telephone banking service.

The Bank also introduced its mobile banking service, 

including a WAP Version and a Client Version, 

providing account management, fund transfer, credit 

card, bill payment, loan inquiry, investment and 

mobile payment services to personal customers. The 

Bank also collaborated with major telecom operators, 

including China Mobile, China Unicom and China 

Telecom.

The Bank increased the number of self-service facilities 

and fully optimised their functions. At the end of 2010, 

the numbers of domestic ATMs, self-service terminals 

and self-service banks in service reached 24,000, 14,000 

and 7,600, respectively. The self-service terminals were 

equipped with new function of small amount foreign 

exchange purchase and sale, and fund transfer between 

bank card and deposit book, achieving a market-leading 

position and further enhancing the migration from 

counter-based business.

The Bank also launched its brand new home banking 

service channel, aiming to capitalise on opportunities 

arising from the Government’s “Three Networks 

Convergence” telecoms integration strategy. The 

home banking pilot programme in Hangzhou provided 

personal customers with account inquiry, TV payment 

and bill payment services, further improving the 

overall e-banking service channel system.

In 2010, the Bank received a number of awards and 

honours including the “Financial Business Innovation 

Prize” granted by the China International Financial 

Exhibition Organising Committee, the “Best e-Banking 

In China” award from The Economic Observer, the 

“Excellent e-Banking in 2010” award from the China 

Business Journal, and the “Best Personal Online 

Banking in 2010” award from the Securities Times.
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IT Blueprint Implementation

In 2010, the Bank achieved a breakthrough in 

implementing its IT Blueprint project. In February, IT 

Blueprint Version 2.0 (the new core banking system 

and the supporting peripheral upgrade systems), was 

successfully launched in Hebei Branch. Subsequently, 

it was successfully implemented in five batches 

across 22 domestic branches ahead of schedule: 

five branches in Northwest China (Shaanxi Branch, 

Gansu Branch, Ningxia Branch, Xinjiang Branch and 

Qinghai Branch), five branches in Southwest China 

(Yunnan Branch, Guizhou Branch, Sichuan Branch, 

Chongqing Branch and Tibet Branch), six branches 

in Heilongjiang, Jilin, Inner Mongolia, Shanxi, Jiangxi 

and Anhui (Heilongjiang Branch, Jilin Branch, Inner 

Mongolia Branch, Shanxi Branch, Jiangxi Branch and 

Anhui Branch), three branches in Henan, Hainan 

and Shandong (Henan Branch, Hainan Branch and 

Shandong Branch), and three branches in Beijing, 

Tianjin and Liaoning (Beijing Branch, Tianjin Branch 

and Liaoning Branch). The new system has been 

operating smoothly across these 23 implemented 

branches, support ing more effect ive bus iness 

development and receiving a positive customer 

response. The Bank began upgrading the IT Blueprint 

to Version 3.0 in early July 2010, so as to ensure 

successful implementation of new systems in domestic 

branches and continuous improvement of the 

functions and performance capability of the system. 

These 23 branches were expected to complete the 

upgrading in the first quarter of 2011. The Bank 

is steadily implementing the IT Blueprint project 

as scheduled and plans to implement it to other 

domestic branches by the end of 2011.

The implementation of the IT Blueprint project 

completed the replacement for core banking system 

and the integration of core banking system and all 

peripheral application systems. The new systems 

adopted a customer-oriented and transaction-driven 

business processing mode and realised the integrated 

and uniform management of customer information 

by providing support for various businesses such as 

deposits, loans and payments. Meanwhile it completely 

boosted the business process reengineering, and 

switched the operation model and management concept 

from “account centric” to “customer centric”. As the 

IT Blueprint implemented in all domestic branches by 

the end of 2011, the Bank would realise standardised 

operation, simplified process, convenient service and 

rigorous risk control, with the capability of management 

and customer service significantly enhanced.




